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World's best paints for SHOES, SNEAKERS and LEATHER
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JACQUARD PAINTS
Great for: Shoes, Leather and Sneakers!
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DID YOU KNOW?
Jacquard Paints are the world's
best for SHOES, SNEAKERS and
LEATHER!
Here's why:
1. Excellent adhesion on a variety of
surfaces, from leather to vinyl,
suede to rubber.
2. Extremely flexible, so no cracking or
peeling.
3. Exceptional durability, so no scuffing
or chipping.
4. The most vibrant, highly-pigmented
and diverse colors available
anywhere.
5. Ready to use--no additives or
fiddling required.

Jacquard
paints are the
best leather,
canvas and
sneaker paints
in the world!
They range from
opaque to
transparent,
metallic to fluorescent, and the palette keeps
growing. Formulated for durability, flexibility
and versatility, Jacquard paints come ready to
use. Ideal for customizing ALL types of
footwear.

Click on these
photo albums
on Facebook:
Lumiere & Neopaque paints
on LEATHER
Custom Sneakers made with
Jacquard Paints
Shoe Painting Workshop

Check out what these
terrific artists are doing
with Jacquard Paints:

@Kickstradomis How-To
videos with Jacquard
Paints

JACQUARD - THE MOST TRUSTED
BRAND OF PAINTS AMONG SNEAKER
PAINTING PROFESSIONALS
Lumiere: the most stunning and versatile assortment
of metallic and pearlescent artist acrylics in the
world. Excellent adhesion on virtually any surface,
with unsurpassed durability and flexibility.
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Custom Sneakers for Zedd
True Colors Tour

Neopaque: a top quality artist acrylic with excellent
coverage, durability and versatility. Excellent
adhesion on virtually any surface. Formulated for
maximum flexibility and opacity.
Jacquard Airbrush Colors: the preferred airbrush
paint throughout the sneaker-painting community,
Jacquard Airbrush Colors are unsurpassed in
virtually every respect: they spray like a dream,
adhere to practically any surface, exhibit excellent
durability and flexibility and come ready to spray in
the most extensive pallet of colors available from
Jacquard.
Dye-Na-Flow: great for faux-dye effects on porous
materials like suede, canvas, nubuck, leather, shoe
laces, the inner socks of sneakers and more. One of
the most highly pigmented fluid artist acrylics
available, often used as a "shoe dye" because it
absorbs into the substrate instead of sitting on top of
the surface. The go-to when painting Converse All
Stars or Toms.
Tee Juice Markers and Textile Colors also make
excellent choices for porous substrates like canvas,
cloth, suede and raw leather. Lumiere 3D makes a
fantastic shoe glue and is the ideal adhesive for repair
jobs--incredibly strong yet remarkably pliable. It can
also be used to glue gems, charms, studs, tags or
other objects to a shoe or sneaker.
Artwork above: Follow on Instagram
@kickstradomis @bstreetshoes @fixmysole @noelitoo_
@tulsacustoms @wavykickfitz @sassy_feet @sneakers_and_bonsai
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Custom Sneakers in the
New York Times

Custom Sneakers in Art
Materials Retailer magazine

Nothing But Customs
Facebook group

ON SOCIAL MEDIA:
The custom sneakers movement is thriving on social
media. The Facebook page Nothing But Customs, for
example, has over 64,000 members! Painting on footwear
is incredibly popular right now, and Jacquard is the brand
everyone is talking about.

Jacquard Products has a massive following of
sneaker customizers and "sneakerheads" on social
media. If you take a look at the photos
@JacquardProducts is tagged in on Instagram, for
example, you will find hundreds upon hundreds of
images of painted sneakers!
Search the #JacquardProducts or #JacquardPaints
hashtags on Instagram to see what sneaker painters
are doing with Jacquard paints. What you see might
just blow your mind!

This post of a sneaker painted by @PeteKoh
using Jacquard paints was re-posted by
@SnoopDogg and then by @SportsCenter for
a total of more than 150,000 likes (so far).
That's really good exposure!

Check out these incredible sneaker artists on Instagram:

@Kickstradomis

@Noellitoo

@Fixmysole

@Bstreetshoes

@Sneakers_and_bonsai

@Showtime0012
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@Rockitcustoms

@Wavykickfitz

@Solesbysir

About Jacquard Products
Rupert, Gibbon & Spider, Inc., manufacturers of Jacquard Products, has been producing highquality textile art supplies for over 30 years. Jacquard's product lines include: fabric paints, dyes,
screen inks, pigment powders, fabric art markers, chemicals, waxes and superior-quality craft
kits. All of Jacquard Products' dyes and paints are made in the U.S.A.
STAY IN TOUCH

www.jacquardproducts.com - 1.800.442.0455
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